Church Wilne Water Sports Club

Cutting Edge
Competition
Cotswold Waterski are hosting
the 2017 Cutting Edge Comp this
year and we will be sending
down a team to compete. If you
are 16 or under - no matter what
your skill level or discipline – you
can take part. Everyone is, of
course, welcome to support the
CWWSC team.

Splash Day Sunday
3rd September
Put this in your diary, Splash day
is approaching… don t miss it!
Fun, food and Frolics galore!
If you would like to help or have
any ideas then please let us
know. We will also be holding an
'in house’ children’s competition
to get the kids involved too.
Note: the main lake will be out of
use during the activities.

SBDA Photos
If you completed your SBDA
Course at CWWSC we are not
able send off for your Licence
without a Passport Photo. If
you've done this already your
form is being sent and your
Licence will be with you soon. If
not then please let us have a
photo ASAP. Thanks.
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Counter Crew - THANKS
Thank you to the Counter Crew who have
se1led in and are doing a great job of smiling
and keeping the counter running smoothly…
THANK YOU …… Tom Youd, Ben Mulnier, Molly
Ashdown, Steph Cope, Charlo1e Nichols… nice
things have been said about you :-)

Licence to Thrill!
Have you got yours? We need to make sure
that everyone driving a boat on the lake has
their SBDA Licence
Please check the list to be sure that your name
appears. The list is being sent with the
newsle1er by email and is on the NoQce Board
in the Clubhouse.
There are some members in the process of
sending oﬀ their RYA Licences to the BWSW please do remember to get these oﬀ ASAP.
There are others who have completed the SBDA
with CWWSC and your paperwork is in process
so we have added you to the list.
If you are not on the list then we need to have a
copy of your Licence so we can update the
records otherwise you will need to complete
the course.
The next course is being run on Saturday the
15th July kicking oﬀ at 8am (bring your bacon
bu[es) in the Club House – places are limited
so please book early. Email or book with the
Counter Crew. news@churchwilne.co.uk
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Lake Cam’s Tournament Lake
Cam coming soon
The second Lake Cam –
overlooking the Tournament Lake
will hopefully soon be in place –
so keep your eyes peeled on the
website. Plenty of positive
comments about the current main
Lake Cam and the Weather
Station which are both being put
to good use by members
wondering whether or not to
make the trip.

Rubbish and
Recyling
It is no fun picking up rubbish
after a busy weekend when
everyone has gone home. If
everyone makes sure their
rubbish finds a bin it will prevent
any it from finding it’s way into the
lake.
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Coaching Update
Bre1 Hodgkins – Coach Extraordinaire – makes a
welcome return to the club on the 8th July. 20 minute
coaching sessions are available at £20 each – well
worth it because the words of wisdom that Bre1 can
give you will make a diﬀerence. You can book your
slot with the Counter Crew.

Bow Rider Rule Update
Good News …… Got a Bowrider?
You are now able to use your Bow Rider and
you can accommodate passengers in this area
BUT please make sure your spo1er is si[ng, in
the spo1ers seat, next to the driver. In other
words your spo1er cannot be in the Bow
secQon of your boat.
We would urge you all to please take extra
care when you have passengers in the bow
(especially children) making sure that they are
all holding on ﬁrmly and that the driver is not
being distracted.

We will soon have green recycling
bins for MIXED RECYCLING - this
means that they can take clean
cardboard, paper, plastic, glass
and tins. All other rubbish in the
black bins please.

First Aid Reminder
Fancy becoming a First Aider –
the club will be running another
course soon and all members are
welcome to join us. There is no
cost for volunteers otherwise it
will cost in the region of £30 a
head. Register your interest by
emailing news@churchwilne.co.uk

Was that Summer?
A bow-rider being put to good use - just look
at the blue water and blue skies… yes… this is
CWWSC at it’s best.
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And for safety’s
sake…..
DDPA
Distance, Decisive, Positive,
Action
If you are following another
boat with a rider then, as the
driver, please be focussed
entirely on that rider in front of
you. As soon as they fall
(immediately) you should
change course to make it really
OBVIOUS that you are taking
avoiding action. This lets the
rider who has fallen and their
driver know that you have seen
them.
Tubers
Please use the middle of the
lake only and please do not
have riders in your tubes when
leaving or returning the tick
over area – they should only get
in the tubes once in the centre
of the lake and you are about to
start your ride.
All Riders
When you fall - it’s a good idea
to put your hand in the air
above your head. This makes
you more visible to other water
users and also lets your boat
know that you are OK.
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Lake Rules Reminder
To keep everyone riding and safe
on those hot sunny days here are a few
reminders of important lake rules for
Drivers and Spotters
1) The take oﬀ Je1y and the Je1y next to it is
the waiQng area, if there is a boat or boats
there please queue in the Qck over zone.
2) If there is a boat in the waiQng area please
only do 2 laps or 20 minutes whichever comes
sooner.
3) Please don’t swap riders in the water, return
to the Qck over area, join the queue and await
your turn.
4) Put your hand up when returning to the
dock so waiQng boats can get ready to go.
Please put your hand up high and in
good Qme.
5) There is a maximum of four boats plus
the club boat to be on the water at any
one Qme. Please be aware that at
Qmes there may also be a boat returning from
the Tournament lake, they will follow
the usual course around the lake.

Recycling
Coming to a
lake near you
soon! When
you see the
green bins it
is Qme to
recycle.
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Kit Store

Camping and BBQ’ing

As you may have noQced the Blue
Container has been completely reracked. There was a lot of kit in this
Container and some of it had
obviously not been used for a long,
long Qme. If you cannot ﬁnd a bit of
kit don’t worry - it has not been
thrown out - you will ﬁnd it in the

Thank you to all the members camping and
caravanning, it is so good to see everyone
enjoying the all the club has to oﬀer.
To keep it good for everyone over the summer
please remember that the grass is not ﬁreproof
:-) If you are BBQ’ing then please use the
designated BBQ’s or the concrete blocks set
into the grass. It takes a long Qme to recover if
it gets damaged.
If you are camping then feel free to use the
tables and chairs from in front of the clubhouse
but please return them to save someone else
having to do this at the end of the weekend,
this way the grass can be cut and the club kept
clean and Qdy.

Green Container or the Boat Shed.
If you want to store you Tubes at
the lake please use the Green
Container leaving the Blue
Container for boards, skis and the
club wetsuits.

Get In Touch
Got anything you want to sell? Got
anything you want to say? Got any
good photos we can use? Send it all
to news@churchwilne.co.uk
THANKS

Please also take your own equipment home
and do not leave it in the camping area.
The grass area immediately in front of the lake
needs to be kept clear so that everyone can
enjoy this and people returning from the beach
landing area can make their way back.
Cars can be parked as far back as possible
leaving room for tents and seaQng.
Finally, as detailed elsewhere, you will soon ﬁnd
the new bins and recycling bins available
around the whole site which will help keep all
areas Qdy and smart.
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If your name does not appear on this list then you may not have
a valid SBDA Licence. See ‘Licence to Thrill’ on page 1 of the
July Newsletter. Thanks.
Ashdown, Michelle, CW 8, Adult
Astley, Mark, CW 1, Adult
Baker, Pat, CW 101, Adult
Ball, Duncan, CW 45, Adult
Ball, Adam, CW 11, Adult
Ball, Wendy, CW 11, Adult
Barton, Russell, CW 19, Adult
Baxter, Andy, CW 35, Adult
Baxter, Elizabeth, CW 35, Adult
Beaumont, Mark, CW 46, Adult
Beckett, Mark, CW 22, Adult
Bell, Mark, CW 6, Adult
Cameron, Donald, CW 100, Adult
Clark, Gail, CW 10, Adult
Davenport, Tracey, CW 128, Adult
England, Craig, CW 113, Adult
Eyre, Martyn, CW 140, Adult
Farmer, Martin, CW 133, Adult
Feint, Chris, CW 121, Adult
Fletcher, Angus, CW 109, Adult
Fletcher, Edward, CW 109, Adult
Fletcher, Alison, CW 33, Adult
Frogson, Sallyanne, CW 135, Adult
Greatrick, James, CW 5, Student
Greatrick, Roger, CW 5, Adult
Greatrick, Lincoln, CW 5, Student
Hatton, Emma, CW 140, Adult
Hill, Richard, CW 49, Adult
Hunt, Tracey, CW 41, Adult
Hutchinson, Neil, CW 154, Adult
Long, David, CW 132, Adult
Milner, Mark, CW 21, Adult
Mooney, Gill, CW 15, Adult
Mosley, Phil, CW 50, Adult
Mulnier, Richard, CW 122, Adult
Mulnier, Ben, CW 122, Junior
O'Brien, Mary, CW 3, Adult
Parkinson, Stephen, CW 129, Adult
Ramsay, Janice, CW 9, Adult
Reddish, Cara, CW 112, Adult
Richards, Stephanie, CW 127, Student

Richards, Dean, CW 2, Adult
Roberts, Huw, CW 41, Adult
Rowlinson, Tom, CW 123, Adult
Rowlinson, Keith, CW 37, Adult
Seagrave, Christina, CW 17, Adult
Seagrave, Lewis, CW 17, Student
Seagrave, Dave, CW 17, Adult
Shelton, Louise, CW 12, Adult
Shelton, Floyd, CW 111, Adult
Smith, Katie, CW 49, Adult
Smith, Andrew, CW 150, Adult
Spooner, Andrew, CW 23, Adult
Spooner, Tracy, CW 23, Adult
Stokes, Jonathan, CW 120, Adu
Taylor, Nicholas, CW 3, Adult
Tennant, Brian, CW 24, Adult
Tennant, Ann, CW 24, Adult
Tomlinson, Dawn, CW 149, Adult
Wallace, Clive, CW 10, Adult
Ward, Martin, CW 104, Adult
Wardle, Glenn, CW 30, Adult
Wardle, Danielle, CW 6, Adult
Way, Gordon, CW 8, Adult
Webb, Marion Elizabeth, CW 151, Adult
Webb, Aubrey Leslie, CW 151, Adult
Webster, Tracey, CW 26, Adult
Webster, Gregory, CW 26, Adult
Wells, Richard, CW 105, Adult
Williams, David, CW 32, Adult
Course Completed – awaiting photos:Tracey Hunt, 50310
Huw Roberts, 50309
Sam Derrett
Peter Ashdown
Mark wood
Nick Medcalf
Steve Briggs
Ben Mulnier
Nick Saunders
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